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Achieving uniform access to media objects in heterogeneous media repositories requires deal-

ing with the problem of metadata interoperability. Currently there exist many interoperability
techniques, with quite varying potential of resolving the structural and semantic heterogeneities

that can exist between metadata stored in distinct repositories. Besides giving a general overview

of the field of metadata interoperability, we provide a categorization of existing interoperability
techniques, describe their characteristics, and compare their quality by analyzing their potential

of resolving various types of heterogeneities. Based on our work, domain experts and technicians

get an overview and categorization of existing metadata interoperability techniques and can select
the appropriate approach for their specific metadata integration scenario. Our analysis explic-

itly shows that metadata mapping is the appropriate technique in integration scenarios where an
agreement on a certain metadata standard is not possible.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: A.1 [General Literature]: Introductory and Survey; H.3.7

[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries—Metadata, Standards, Interoperabil-

ity; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems

General Terms: Design, Management, Standardization

Additional Key Words and Phrases: metadata standards, interoperability, mapping

1. INTRODUCTION

Metadata are machine processable data that describe resources, digital or non-
digital. While the availability of metadata, as a key for efficient management of
such resources in institutional media repositories (e.g., [Sheth and Klas 1998]),
has been widely required and supported in highly standardized ways, metadata
interoperability, as a prerequisite for uniform access to media objects in multiple
autonomous and heterogeneous information systems, calls for further investigation.
As it is not given per default, it must first be established by domain experts before
uniform access can be achieved.

Regarding the literature from various domains, we can observe that the term
metadata interoperability has a very broad meaning and entails a variety of problems
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to be resolved: on a lower technical level, machines must be able to communicate
with each other in order to access and exchange metadata. On a higher techni-
cal level, one machine must be able to process the metadata information objects
received from another. And on a very high, semantic level one must ensure that
machines and humans correctly interpret the intended meanings of metadata. In
this paper, we focus on the upper two levels and analyze which properties metadata
information objects must fulfill in order to be interoperable.

During the last decades a variety of interoperability techniques has been pro-
posed. Introducing a standardized metadata schema is such a technique. But,
due to strategical or political reasons, in some metadata integration scenarios it is
impossible to introduce or adhere to a single standard. In such a situation, the
application of global conceptual models, metadata frameworks, or the definition
of metadata mappings could solve the interoperability problems. In fact, there
exists a wide assortment of possible techniques that aim at establishing metadata
interoperability.

By systematically investigating the factors that impede metadata interoperability
and analyzing how and to what extent a technique can resolve a specific factor,
we can observe differences in the quality of metadata interoperability techniques
— some can solve only a narrow, others a broader spectrum of interoperability
problems.

Given the high attention and strong demand for providing uniform access to
multiple distributed and autonomous media repositories in domains such as digital
libraries or enterprise content management, we believe that it is necessary to analyze
the interoperability problem in the context of multimedia metadata and to criti-
cally assess available techniques. With this paper we want to give technicians and
domain experts a comprehensive overview of the field of metadata interoperability,
present currently known interoperability techniques, and provide a decision basis
for choosing the appropriate approach for solving certain types of heterogeneity.

Our substantial contributions can be summarized as follows: first, we deeply
analyze the various notions of metadata one can find in the literature, identify and
characterize the main technical building blocks of metadata, and systematically, for
each building block, elaborate on the factors that impede interoperability among
metadata descriptions. Second, we give an outline of currently available techniques
for achieving metadata interoperability and provide an in-depth explanation of
metadata mapping, a very powerful but also technically complex technique. Finally,
we compare the quality of these techniques with respect to the extent they can
resolve certain types of heterogeneities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the
notion of metadata using illustrative examples, regard its properties and identify
the characteristic technical building blocks of metadata. Thereafter, in Section 3,
we focus on metadata interoperability and systematically analyze the problems that
impede distinct metadata descriptions from being interoperable. In Section 4, we
categorize and describe currently known techniques for achieving metadata inter-
operability with a focus on metadata mapping. We compare the quality of these
techniques in Section 5, and conclude this paper with Section 6.
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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2. UNVEILING THE NOTION OF METADATA

In this section, we briefly introduce the notion of metadata, which is essential in or-
der to fully understand the metadata interoperability problem. First, we introduce
an example in Section 2.1 that illustrates incompatible metadata descriptions from
various institutions. We will refer to this example throughout this work whenever
we exemplarily explain a fact. Then, in Section 2.2, we identify the main building
blocks of metadata descriptions. Since metadata interoperability must be estab-
lished not only on the conceptual but also on the technical level, in Section 2.3, we
examine how metadata reside or appear in actual information systems.

2.1 Illustrative Example

This example involves three autonomous institutions1: the BBC, the Austrian Na-
tional Library, and the National Library of Australia. Each institution offers differ-
ent types of contents (audio, video, images, documents) about the Olympic Games
and uses its own technical infrastructure to maintain the contents and the adjacent
metadata. A journalist, for instance, who is preparing a documentary about the
history of the Olympic Games, might want to electronically access these reposito-
ries to obtain historical as well as up-to-date multimedia material about this topic.
Even if all the repositories were reachable through a single technical infrastructure,
uniform access would still be impossible because, as we will see in the following
examples, their metadata are not interoperable.

2.1.1 Institution 1: BBC TV-Anytime Service. The BBC offers an online pro-
gram information service2 for its TV and radio channels. Via a SOAP Web Service,
clients can request various details about the content including basic program infor-
mation such as the title or synopsis of a broadcast. The TV-Anytime [ETSI 2006]
standard has been chosen for representing program information. Its principal idea
is to describe the multimedia content of broadcasts such that a user, or an agent
on behalf of the user, can understand what content is available and thus be able to
acquire it [McParland 2002]. For representing audio-visual metadata, TV-Anytime
encompasses a large number of elements defined by the MPEG-7 [ISO/IEC JTC
1/SC 29 2007b] standard.

Figure 1 depicts a sample TV-Anytime metadata description about a video
showing Ingmar Stenmark’s victory in the 1980 Olympic Winter Games in
Lake Placid. The video has been created by John Doe, belongs to the genre
Sports, and has been annotated with several terms that further describe the video’s
contents.

2.1.2 Institution 2: Austrian National Library. The Austrian National Library’s
image archive3 is the most important source of digitised historical images in Aus-
tria and also includes well-catalogued images from past Olympic Games. All the
images in the archive are described using a proprietary metadata schema and as
many other institutions, the Austrian National Library stores its metadata in a

1Although these institutions exist in the real-world, the samples have been adapted to the needs

of this work.
2BBC TV-Anytime service: http://backstage.bbc.co.uk/feeds/tvradio/doc.html
3The Austrian National Library’s image archive portal: http://www.bildarchiv.at
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Page 1 of 1tva_video_descr.xml

Printed: Monday, January 7, 2008 10:06:29 AM Printed For: Bernhard Haslhofer

<TVAMain "...">

  <ProgramDescription>

    <ProgramInformationTable>

      <ProgramInformation programId="crid://bbc.co.uk/123456789">

        <BasicDescription>

          <Title>Lake Placid 1980, Alpine Skiing, I. Stenmark</Title>

          <Synopsis>Ingmar Stenmark's (SWE-Alpine skiing) victory in 

          ! the Giant Slalom in Lake Placid</Synopsis>

          <Genre href="urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2004:3.1.1.9">

            <Name>Sports</Name>

          </Genre>

          <CreditsList>

            <CreditsItem role="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:RoleCS:2001:AUTHOR">

              <PersonName>

                <mpeg7:GivenName>John</mpeg7:GivenName>

                <mpeg7:FamilyName>Doe</mpeg7:FamilyName>

              </PersonName>

            </CreditsItem>

          </CreditsList>

          <CreationCoordinates>

            <CreationLocation>us</CreationLocation>

          </CreationCoordinates>

        </BasicDescription>

      </ProgramInformation>

    </ProgramInformationTable>

  </ProgramDescription>

</TVAMain>

Fig. 1. TV-Anytime metadata describing a video

relational database that is accessible via a non-public SQL interface.
Figure 2 shows an example description about an image of Willy Bogner who led

in the first run of the slalom during the Olympic Games in Squaw Valley back in
1960. In July 2003, the Austrian National Library has digitized the image, originally
taken by Lothar Rübelt. Details about the person Willy Bogner are maintained
in a so-called authority record that unambiguously identifies him as an entity in
order to avoid naming conflicts. Also technical features, such as the MIME-type or
the dimension of the image are part of the metadata description.
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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Fig. 2. Proprietary metadata describing a JPEG image

2.1.3 Institution 3: National Library of Australia. As a result of the Olympics
in Sidney in the year 2000, the National Library of Australia4 now maintains a
huge image collection from this event. The Dublin Core Element Set [DC 2006] has
been chosen for representing metadata for these images and all images have been
digitized and are now available online. The metadata are exposed via the Open
Archives Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)5, an HTTP-based protocol
that allows the retrieval of XML metadata descriptions.

Figure 3 shows a picture of marathon runners cross the Sydney Harbour Bridge
during the Olympics 2000. The adjacent metadata description gives further details
about the photographer, the format of the image and the date when it was taken.
Keywords such as Runners (Sports) or Sportsmen and sportswomen further de-
scribe the contents.

4The Australian National Library’s Web site: http://www.nla.gov.au/
5The Australian National Library’s OAI-PMH service: http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/

openarchivesprotocol.html
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Page 1 of 1dc_sample_oai.xml

Printed: Monday, January 7, 2008 11:35:10 AM Printed For: Bernhard Haslhofer

<OAI-PMH "...">

! ...

! <metadata>

! ! <oai_dc:dc "...">

! ! ! <dc:title>Sydney Olympics 2000, marathon runners cross Sydney

! ! ! ! Harbour Bridge [picture] /</dc:title>

! ! ! <dc:creator>Mahony, David (David James)</dc:creator>

! ! ! <dc:format>1 photograph : gelatin silver ; image 26.9 x 38.4 cm.

! ! ! ! on sheet 30.5 x 40.3 cm.</dc:format>

! ! ! <dc:coverage>New South Wales</dc:coverage>

! ! ! <dc:date>2000</dc:date>

! ! ! <dc:description>Photograph by David Mahony -- On reverse in pencil.;

! ! ! ! Condition: Good. Group of [marathon] runners feature

! ! ! ! eventual Gold Medal Winner Gezahgne Abero of Ethiopia (No.

! ! ! ! 1651) [Sydney, N.S.W., September 2000]</dc:description>

! ! ! <dc:subject>Runners (Sports) -- Australia -- Portraits.</dc:subject>

! ! ! <dc:subject>Sydney Harbour Bridge (Sydney, N.S.W.)</dc:subject>

! ! ! <dc:subject>Olympic Games (27th :, 2000 : Sydney, N.S.W.)</dc:subject>

! ! ! <dc:subject>Marathon running -- Australia -- Photographs.</dc:subject>

! ! ! <dc:subject>Sportsmen and sportswomen.</dc:subject>

! ! ! <dc:type>Image</dc:type>

! ! ! <dc:identifier>nla.pic-an22842546</dc:identifier>

! ! ! <dc:source>Item held by National Library of Australia</dc:source>

! ! ! <dc:rights>You may save or print this image for research and study.</dc:rights>

! ! ! <dc:identifier>http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an22842546</dc:identifier>

! ! </oai_dc:dc>

! </metadata>

! ...

</OAI-PMH>

Fig. 3. Dublin Core metadata describing a JPEG image

2.2 Metadata Building Blocks

Following Gilliand’s definition [Gilliland 2005], we conceive metadata as the sum
total of what one can say about any information object at any level of aggregation,
in a machine understandable representation. An information object is anything
that can be addressed and manipulated by a human or a system as a discrete entity.
Defining metadata more abstractly as any formal schema of resource description,
applying to any type of object, digital or non-digital [NISO 2004] is also appropriate
especially for application scenarios that apply metadata for describing non-digital
resources (e.g., persons).

Metadata can be classified according to the functions they are intended to support
(descriptive, structural, administrative, rights management, preservation meta-
data) [NISO 2004; Johnston 2004], or to its level of semantic abstraction (low-level
vs. high-level metadata) (e.g., [Westermann and Klas 2003]). Low-level technical
metadata have less value for end users than high level, semantically rich meta-
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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data that describe semantic entities in a narrative world such as objects, agent
objects, events, concepts, semantic states, semantic places, and semantic times, to-
gether with their attributes and relations [Benitez et al. 2001]. Hence, the semantic
quality and expressiveness of metadata is essential for effectively retrieving digital
objects.

To put it simply, metadata are data that describe some resource. In the exam-
ples presented in the previous section, the resources are digital images and videos,
hence information objects. The adjacent metadata descriptions mainly consist of
high-level, semantically rich descriptive information, such as the name of persons
(e.g., Ingmar Stenmark, Willy Bogner) or events (e.g., Sydney Olympics 2000).
Only the Austrian National Library provides some low-level technical metadata
(mime-type, imagewidth, imageheight).

We can identify the following common characteristics: each description is made
up of a set of elements (e.g., title, author, subject) and content values (e.g.,
Lake Placid,..., Rübelt Lothar, Runners); the elements are defined as part of a
metadata schema, which can be standardized, as it is the case with Dublin Core
or TV-Anytime, or proprietary; from the fact that two metadata descriptions are
expressed in XML and one in terms of relations in a relational database, we can
derive that the metadata elements have previously been specified using a certain
language. For the case of XML, the language is usually XML Schema [W3C 2006],
for the case of a relational database a schema is expressed in terms of tables using
SQL-DDL [ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 32 2003].

Based on this observation, we can identify three main metadata building blocks:
we denote the set of content values in a metadata description as metadata instance,
the element definitions as metadata schema, and the language for defining metadata
schemes as schema definition language. Figure 4 illustrates these three building
blocks and their dependencies. In the following, we will further focus on each of
these building blocks in a reverse order.

2.2.1 Schema Definition Language. An application and domain-specific meta-
data schema is expressed in a certain schema definition language, whereas each
language provides a set of language primitives (e.g., class, attribute, relation). Be-
cause machines must understand a language, the primitives are not only syntactic
constructs but also have a semantic definition.

The semantic definition of the term language already implies6 that, in order to
communicate with each other, there must exist an agreement on the meaning of a
language’s primitives. This is also the case for schema definition languages: usually
there exist language standards or at least some kind of consensus7. Sample schema
definition languages are XML Schema, SQL-DDL, the RDF Vocabulary Description
Language (RDFS) [W3C 2004a], the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [W3C 2004b],
or the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG 2007b].

6Language: the system of communication used by a particular community or country (The New
Oxford American Dictionary)
7The W3C consortium for instance does not publish standards but recommendations.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the three metadata building blocks

2.2.2 Metadata Schema. Another metadata building block are the element def-
initions, which we denote as metadata schema. A metadata schema is simply a
set of elements with a precise semantic definition, optionally connected by some
structure [Rahm and Bernstein 2001]. The semantics of a schema is defined by the
meanings of its elements. A schema usually defines the names of elements together
with their semantics and optionally content rules that define how content values
must be formulated (e.g., capitalization, allowable content values). For the encod-
ing of the elements and their values, a schema can define syntax rules. If no such
rules are defined, a schema is called syntax independent [NISO 2004].

At this point, we must mention that the notion metadata schema, which orig-
inates from the database domain, is often named differently in other contexts or
communities. For instance, knowledge workers, librarians or others working in the
field of knowledge and information organization tend to use the term metadata
vocabulary for what we call metadata schema. These communities tend to regard
metadata more from a linguistic rather than a technical point of view. Another
very common notion is the term ontology, which has its origin8 in the Artificial
Intelligence domain and is defined as a specification of a conceptualization [Gruber
1993]. In its core, an ontology is the same as a schema: a set of elements connected
by some structure. Apart from that, Noy and Klein [2004] have identified several
features that distinguish ontologies from schemes in a database sense: the first

8The term ontology actually originates from Philosophy; in the AI domain it has its technical

origin.
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and probably the most important one is that ontologies are logical systems that
define a set of axioms that enable automated reasoning over a set of given facts.
Second, ontologies usually have richer data models involving representation primi-
tives such as inverse properties. And third, ontology development is a much more
decentralized and collaborative approach than schema development, which opens
the potential for reusing existing ontology definitions. As a consequence of these
different perceptions, we can also find different names for the languages used for
defining metadata elements: vocabulary definition language and ontology definition
language are examples for that.

Despite these different perceptions, we believe that the term metadata schema
is appropriate for the purpose of this work because it regards metadata interop-
erability mainly from a technical perspective. Stronger than the term vocabulary,
it emphasizes that metadata elements have a technical grounding in information
systems, which is a significant aspect when metadata interoperability should be
achieved also on a technical level. Weaker then the term ontology it sets the lim-
its for the underlying technical system. It encompasses logical system in the AI
sense (e.g., First Order Logic, Description Logics) but also other, in practice more
widespread, systems such as relational database schemes or XML schemes. How-
ever, in this work the term metadata schema does not refer to traditional database
schemes only. We rather regard it is a common denominator for all the previously
mentioned terms.

2.2.3 Metadata Instance. Continuing with the metadata building blocks, we can
identify a third one — the metadata instance. A metadata instance holds a set of
metadata elements drawn from a metadata schema, and adjacent content values.
These element-value combinations form a metadata description about a certain
information object. As already mentioned, the rules for creating such metadata
instances are imposed by the metadata schema it is related to. If there exists such
a relation, we say that a metadata instance corresponds to a schema.

2.3 The Appearance of Metadata in Information Systems

Metadata are information objects that are designed for, persistent in, retrieved
from, and exchanged between information systems. The form of appearance of
metadata in information systems is defined through information models on various
levels. In a typical information system we can identify four such levels: the physical,
the logical, the programming/representation, and the conceptual level.

On the lowest level — the physical level — metadata are bits and bytes that are
represented in memory, written to disks, and transmitted over wires. The system
components that are working on this level are mainly concerned with optimizing
heap allocation, assigning records to file partitions and building indices for efficient
retrieval. Thus, the information model on this level comprises concepts like format,
files, records, or indices.

The physical level is usually hidden from application developers through the
logical level. This is the level where database management systems are located.
Information models such as the Relational Data Model [Codd 1970] provide the
basis for creating technically precise and complete information models for a certain
target domain. A metadata schema is defined using a data definition language

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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and represented through a set of relation schemes. The metadata instances are
described as sets of tuples contained in tables. Besides providing the necessary
transparency from the underlying physical model, the logical level organizes meta-
data efficiently (e.g., through normalization) and introduces important features for
application developers, such as data consistency, concurrency control, and transac-
tions. However, metadata are scattered in tables that do not directly reflect the
application domain9 and must be aggregated into higher level, conceptual entities
when being processed by applications.

On the programming/representation level, the constituents of conceptual schema
models are manifested or presented in various forms: metadata schemes can be
transformed into code of a certain (object-oriented) programming language and
reflect the application domain in terms of classes or types while metadata descrip-
tions become run-time objects. Metadata elements and their contents can also be
encoded using a certain mark-up language such as XML or be represented on the
Web using HTML. This requires metadata descriptions to be adapted to certain
programming and document models (e.g., W3C DOM), and metadata schemes to
be modeled using the modeling language (e.g., Java syntax, XML Schema, DTD)
imposed by the programming/representation technology.

A metadata schema on the conceptual level resembles real-world entities with
their properties and relationships among entities. The TV-Anytime standard for
instance, which is used in the illustrative example in Section 2.1, defines real-
world entities such as Video or Creator and properties such as GivenName or
FirstName. Common languages for creating conceptual models are the Entity-
Relationship Model [Chen 1976] or the Unified Modeling Language [OMG 2007b].

2.3.1 Metadata — A Model Perspective. All these levels have in common that
the information elements of a metadata schema, i.e., its elements and their relation-
ships, are implemented in terms of a data model. Such a data model for metadata —
further called metadata model — encapsulates the defined elements of a metadata
schema, represents their semantics (their meaning) in a formal way, and provides
a syntax for serializing metadata descriptions. The semantic interpretation of a
metadata model is given through the mapping of the model elements to the cor-
responding entities in a certain application domain. The syntax of a metadata
schema, i.e., the legal elements and rules how and what values can be assigned to
elements, is defined using a certain notation, which can be symbolic (e.g., words,
formulas), textual (e.g., natural language sentences), or graphical (e.g., diagram).

Schema definition languages occur on each information level and are used for ex-
pressing information models. The core of such a language is its meta-model — we
call it metadata meta-model — which is the machine-internal representation of the
language. It reflects the language primitives (abstract syntax) together with a con-
crete notation (concrete syntax) and semantics. Further it defines and constrains
the allowable structure of models. The semantics or interpretation of a language
is the mapping of the meta-model’s (abstract syntax) elements to the language’s
primitives. Semantic definitions of models may feature varying degrees of formal-
ity, ranging from natural language descriptions to formal languages or mathematics.

9Also called domain of discourse or universe of discourse.
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Fig. 5. Metadata building blocks from a model perspective

Especially from an interoperability point of view, rigid and semantic precise defini-
tions enable consistent interpretation across system boundaries [Seidewitz 2003].

Metadata models and meta-models are arranged on different levels that are or-
thogonal to the previously mentioned levels of information. On the lowest level we
can find metadata (descriptions) that are (valid) instances of a metadata model
(e.g., Java classes, UML model, database relations) that reflects the elements of a
certain metadata schema. The metadata model itself is a valid instance of a meta-
data meta-model being part of a certain schema definition language. Due to this
abstraction, it is possible to create meta-model representations of metadata (e.g.,
metadata instances of an UML model can also be represented as instances of the
UML meta-model).

The MOF specification [OMG 2006a] offers a definition for these different levels:
M0 is the lowest level, the level of metadata instances (e.g., Title=Lake Placid
1980, Alpine Skiing, I. Stenmark). M1 holds the models for a particular ap-
plication; i.e., metadata schemes (e.g., definition of the field Title) are M1 models.
Modeling languages reside on level M2 — their abstract syntax or meta-model
can be considered as model of a particular modeling system (e.g., definition of the
language primitive attribute). On the topmost-level, at M3, we can find universal
modeling languages in which modeling systems are specified (e.g., core constructs,
primitive types). Figure 5 illustrates the four levels, their constituents and depen-
dencies.

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 20YY.
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Regarding these abstraction levels, the remaining question is how the abstract
syntax (meta-meta-model) of an M3 modeling language is expressed. In general,
there are two options for defining a meta-model: either by using a different modeling
mechanism (e.g., context-free grammars for programming languages, formal seman-
tics or an explicit set of axioms and deduction rules for logic-based languages) or by
using its own modeling language. In the latter case, the elements of a metamodel
are expressed in the same language the metamodel is describing. This is called a
reflexive metamodel [Seidewitz 2003] because the elements of a modeling language
can be expressed using a (minimal) set of modeling elements. An example for such
an approach is the UML metamodel, which is based on the UML Infrastructure
Library [OMG 2006c], which in turn is the minimal reflexive metamodel for UML.

2.3.2 A Selection of Schema Definition Languages. Table I gives an overview
of a selected set of schema definition languages, which can be assigned to the M2
level. For each each language we describe its concrete syntax, i.e., how language
elements are represented. Further we outline how the semantics is defined for
each language, assuming that the available options are: natural language, formal
semantics (i.e., precise mathematical definitions), reference implementations, and
test suites. Finally, we describe the machine-internal representation of a modeling
language: its meta-model or abstract syntax. We outline the meta-model’s type
(e.g., object-oriented, semantic network-based) and which model construct cate-
gories (structural, behavioral) it supports. Further we give an overview of its main
model elements, and sketch out if the model is defined reflexively.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG 2007b] and the Entity Relation-
ship Model (ER) [Chen 1976] are used for the conceptual modeling of software sys-
tems and therefore employ a graphical syntactic notation. Topic Maps [ISO/IEC
JTC 1/SC 34 2006], RDFS [W3C 2004a], and OWL [W3C 2004b] are concep-
tual languages that allow the modeling of metadata schemes in terms of semantic
networks, which requires their machine-internal representation to be graph-based.
Other common features are the fact that their semantics is formally defined and
that their syntax is XML based, while RDF also provides other syntaxes such as
N3 [Berners-Lee 1998] or Triple [Sintek and Decker 2002].

Java is a representative for the programming part of the programming/represen-
tation level. Its syntax and semantics are defined in [Gosling et al. 2005]; since Java
version 6, the Java API also comprises a metamodel [Java Community Process 2006;
Bracha and Ungar 2004] that reflects the structural and behavioral primitives of
the Java language. Another modeling language for defining metadata schemes on
the presentation level is XML Schema. Its semantics in natural language, as well
as its hierarchical meta-model (abstract syntax) are defined in [W3C 2006].

A prominent representative of languages on the logical level is SQL [ISO/IEC
JTC 1/SC 32 2003], or more precisely, the SQL Data Definition Language (SQL
DDL). Its meta-model is the relational model10, which is semantically defined
through the relational algebra.

For creating knowledge bases, logical languages such as Description Logics (DL)

10In fact, vendors of database management systems employ their own, system-specific, meta-

models. But usually they are still based on the relational model.
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Table I. A selection of schema definition languages and their characteristics
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[Baader et al. 2003] or Common Logics (CL) [ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 32 2005] can
be applied for defining schemes in terms of knowledge graphs. Naturally, their
semantics is defined formally; while the syntax of DL is simply symbolic, CL defines
the Common Logic Interchange Format (CLIF), the Conceptual Graph Interchange
Format (CGIF), and the Extended Common Logic Markup Language (XCL) for
the syntactic representation and exchange of CL schema definitions.

2.4 Basic Observations

Metadata consist of three main building blocks: metadata instances, metadata
schemes, and schema definition languages. When applying a technical view on these
blocks, we note that a metadata description is in fact an instance of a metadata
model, which in turn is an instance of a metadata meta-model. We can conceive
metadata as information objects with three abstraction levels: metadata instances
reside on the M0 level, metadata models on the M1 level, and metadata meta-
models on the M2 level.

We can summarize this section with two main observations: first, the choice of
the schema definition language directly affects the appearance of metadata infor-
mation objects in an information system. This is because there is a direct techni-
cal (instance-of) dependency between metadata instances, metadata schemes, and
schema definition languages. Second, although some languages overlap in certain as-
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pects (e.g., graph-based meta-model, support for behavioral modeling constructs),
there are many discrepancies between their abstract and concrete syntax, and in the
way their semantics is defined. This implies that an automatic translation between
metadata schemes expressed in different modeling languages is a problematic task.
It will, for instance, require human intervention to find a work-around for translat-
ing metadata defined in a graph-based model to a hierarchical, tree-like model; a
tree is a special kind of a graph, but not vice versa.

3. METADATA INTEROPERABILITY

We have claimed that metadata interoperability is the prerequisite for uniform
access to digital media in multiple heterogeneous information systems. Hence, for
solutions that aim at establishing uniform access, achieving metadata interoperabil-
ity is the necessary prerequisite. Before discussing various techniques for achieving
interoperability, we first investigate the notion of metadata interoperability in lit-
erature and come up with an appropriate definition in Section 3.1. Thereafter, in
Section 3.2, we inspect in detail the various forms of heterogeneities that impede
metadata interoperability.

3.1 Uniform Access To Digital Media

In the context of information systems, interoperability literally denotes the ability
of a system to work with or use parts of other systems11. Also in literature we can
find similar definitions: for the digital libraries domain Baker et al. [2002] sum-
marize various interoperability viewpoints as the potential for metadata to cross
boundaries between different information contexts. Other authors from the same
domain define interoperability as being able to exchange metadata between two or
more systems without or with minimal loss of information and without any spe-
cial effort on either system [NISO 2004; ALCTS CC:DA 2000] or as the ability
to apply a single query syntax over descriptions expressed in multiple descriptive
formats [Hunter and Lagoze 2001].

The notion of interoperability can further be subdivided: for Baker et al. [2002],
achieving interoperability is a problem to be resolved on three main levels: the
transport and exchange level (e.g., protocols), the metadata representation level
(e.g., syntactic binding, encoding language), and the level of metadata with their
attribute space (e.g., schema elements) and value space (e.g., controlled vocabular-
ies). Based on the perspective of heterogeneities in information systems, Sheth and
Larson [1990] and Ouksel and Sheth [1999] present four main classes of interoper-
ability concerns: system interoperability dealing with system heterogeneities such
as incompatible platforms, syntactic interoperability dealing with machine-readable
aspects of data representation, structural interoperability dealing with data struc-
tures and data models, and semantic interoperability. Tolk [2006] proposes an-
other view consisting of six levels: no interoperability on the lowest level, techni-
cal interoperability (communication infrastructure established) on level one, syn-
tactic interoperability (common structure to exchange information) on level two,
semantic interoperability (common information model) on level three, pragmatic

11According to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (http://www.m-w.com/) and the Oxford

Online Reference (http://www.oxfordreference.com/)
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interoperability (context awareness) on level four, dynamic interoperability (ability
to comprehend state changes) on level five, and conceptual interoperability (fully
specified, but implementation independent model) on level six. Miller [2000] de-
taches interoperability from the technical level and introduces, alongside technical
and semantic interoperability, several flavours of interoperability: political/human,
inter-community, legal, and international interoperability.

Based on its literal meaning, the definitions in literature, and considering the
technical characteristics of metadata information objects described in Section 2.3,
we define metadata interoperability as follows:

Definition 1. Metadata interoperability is a qualitative property of metadata
information objects that enables systems and applications to work with or use
these objects across system boundaries.

With this definition we clearly distinguish our conception of metadata interoper-
ability, which is settled on the information level, from system level interoperability
issues such as communication infrastructures, hardware or software platform in-
compatibilities.

3.2 Heterogeneities impeding Interoperability

The heterogeneities to be eliminated in order to provide interoperability have al-
ready been identified in the early ages of database research. A first in-depth analysis
has been provided by Sheth and Larson [1990]. Throughout the years they have
been investigated more deeply (e.g., [Ouksel and Sheth 1999]), and also regained at-
tention in related domains, such as Artificial Intelligence (e.g., [Wache 2003; Visser
et al. 1997]). In Figure 6, we provide a classification of the predominant hetero-
geneities mentioned in literature from a model-centric perspective. We recall that
there is an instance-of relationship between metadata instances, metadata schemes,
and schema definition languages, i.e., metadata are instances of metadata models,
and metadata models are instances of metadata meta-models. Generalizing these
relationships, we can distinguish between model level and instance level hetero-
geneities as a first dimension for our classification. For the second dimension we
differentiate between two classes of heterogeneities: structural heterogeneity caused
by the distinct structural properties of models and semantic heterogeneity occurring
because of conflicts in the intended meaning of model elements or content values in
distinct interpretation contexts.

3.2.1 Structural Heterogeneities. Structural heterogeneities on the model level
occur because of model incompatibilities. A model mainly consists of its atomic
elements (e.g., entities, attributes, relations) and the combination or arrangement
of these elements forming a certain structure for representing a particular domain
of interest. That being the case, we can group structural heterogeneities occurring
between distinct models into element definition conflicts, which are conflicts rooted
in the definitions of a model (naming, identification, constraints), and domain rep-
resentation conflicts, which occur because domain experts arrange model elements
that reflect the constituents of a certain domain in various ways and detail. In the
following we will further analyze these two groups of structural heterogeneities.
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Fig. 6. Structural and semantic metadata heterogeneities on the model and the instance level

3.2.1.1 Naming Conflicts. We denote conflicts that occur because model ele-
ments representing the same real-world entity are given different names as naming
conflicts. On the level of schema definition languages (M2), distinct meta-models
assign different names to language primitives that are used to model the same real-
world facts. UML for instance defines the primitive Class, while ER uses EntitySets
to capture the same kind of real-world concepts. Also on the M1 level, distinct
metadata models might assign different names to elements representing the same
real world concepts. In the examples presented in Section 2.1, the model elements
that represent the image’s descriptions are labeled Synopsis in the TV-Anytime,
Description in the Dublin Core, and Info in the proprietary schema.

3.2.1.2 Identification Conflicts. A special case of naming conflicts are those
dealing with unique identification of model elements. On the M2 level, depend-
ing on the language used for defining a model, elements are identifiable either by
their name only (e.g., ER, SQL-DDL) or by some (fully) qualified identifier (e.g.,
XMLS, OWL). Identification conflicts can also arise on the M1 level of metadata
schemes. In our example, the TV-Anytime schema comprises model elements that
are fully qualified via their namespace. The elements in the proprietary model, i.e.,
the tables and columns, are identified by their names only.

3.2.1.3 Constraints Conflicts. Element definition conflicts that occur because
distinct models provide different possibilities of defining constraints are denoted as
constraints conflicts. An example for an M2 constraint is the ability of a schema
to import other schema definitions. This is possible in languages such as XML
Schema or OWL but not in ER. Incompatible primary keys, conflicting references
or domain constraints could lead to the same type of conflict on the M1 level of
metadata schemes.
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3.2.1.4 Abstraction Level Incompatibilities. Abstraction level incompatibilities
belong to the group of domain representation conflicts and turn up when the same
real world entities are arranged in different generalization hierarchies or aggregated
differently into model elements. An example for this type of conflict on the M2
level is the ability to define attributes and relations in various languages: while ER
(attribute and relation) and OWL (datatypeProperty and objectProperty)
define primitives for both language features, XML Schema (attribute) and Java
(field) subsume these features under a single primitive. Abstraction level incom-
patibilities at the M1 level, the level of metadata models, occur for instance when
one metadata model aggregates the creator of a digital resource into single entity
creator as it is the case with Dublin Core, while other models such as TV-Anytime
and also MPEG-7 distinguish between Persons and Organizations, both being a
specialization of the concept Agent.

3.2.1.5 Multilateral Correspondences. Another domain representation conflict,
which is a direct result of the previously mentioned abstraction level incompati-
bilities, are multilateral correspondences. On each level, an element in one model
can correspond to multiple elements in another model and vice versa. In our ex-
ample there is such a correspondence between the Dublin Core creator element
and the TV-Anytime elements GivenName and FamilyName. This is because in
the TV-Anytime metadata description, these elements are used in the context of a
CreditsItem element that is taking the role of an author.

3.2.1.6 Meta-Level Discrepancy. Domain representation conflicts that occur be-
cause certain model elements do not have any direct correspondences in another
model are subsumed under meta-level discrepancy. This, however, does not nec-
essarily mean that the other model cannot capture the same information about a
certain domain. Real-world concepts represented as elements in one model (e.g.,
author as attribute) could be modeled differently in another model (e.g., author as
entity) or even being captured as contents of a model element on the instance level.
In our example, the Dublin Core and the proprietary schema store the location of
the Olympic Games as content value with the field Title while TV-Anytime de-
fines a model element CreationLocation, which captures this kind of information.
We can distinguish the following kinds of meta-level discrepancies: content-value /
attribute, entity / attribute, and content value / entity discrepancy.

3.2.1.7 Domain Coverage. When there exist no correspondences between model
elements, we speak of domain coverage conflicts. This happens when real-world
concepts reflected in one model are left out in the other model, although both
models were designed for the same semantic domain. In our example, the TV-
Anytime description does not give any evidence about the image’s size while the
proprietary one does.

3.2.2 Semantic Heterogeneities. Semantic heterogeneities on the model level are
conflicts occurring because of the differences in the semantics of models. We re-
call that a model’s semantics is defined by its semantic domain and the semantic
mappings (interpretations) from the domain entities to the model elements. The
semantic domain provides the meaning for each model element and can contain lan-
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guage expressions, in the case of schema definition languages, or real-world entities,
in the case of metadata models.

3.2.2.1 Domain Conflicts. When domains overlap, subsume, or aggregate oth-
ers, or when domains are incompatible, we speak of domain conflicts. An example
for such a conflicts on the M2 level is the expressiveness of languages; with lan-
guages that have a rich domain, i.e., an expressive set of language primitives, we
are able to model things that are not expressible with other languages having less
powerful primitives. With OWL, for instance, it is possible to express that two
classes are equivalent or that one class is the union of two other classes. Other
languages such as XML Schema or Java do not have built-in language constructs
to indicate such relationships. Obviously, domain conflicts can also occur among
metadata models on the M1 level. If one model reflects the domain of electronic
billing and another one the domain of multimedia contents, it is unlikely that there
are any meaningful correspondences among these models.

3.2.2.2 Terminological Mismatches. Are another kind of semantic heterogeneity
occurring on both model levels: synonym conflicts occur if the same domain con-
cept is mapped to model elements with different names, homonym conflicts exist if
different domain concepts are mapped to model elements with the same names.

An example of a homonym conflict on the language level is the polymorphic
concept of overloading that appears in object-oriented languages like Java. These
languages support polymorphic functions whose operands (parameters) can have
more than one type. Types can be arranged in a sub-type hierarchy and symbols
(e.g., field-names, method-signatures) may be overloaded, meaning that the same
symbol is used to denote semantically different behavior [Cardelli and Wegner 1985].
In Java, for instance, the equals method is usually overwritten and implemented
differently for each class, which could lead to unintended behavior during runtime.

An example for a synonym conflict on the schema level is the usage of distinct
terms to denote the same semantic concept. In our example, the proprietary schema
uses the term author and the Dublin Core schema the term creator to represent
the person who has created the particular image.

3.2.2.3 Scaling/Unit Conflicts. Semantic heterogeneity occurring on the meta-
data M0 instance level, when different scaling systems are used to measure content
values, are called scaling or unit conflicts. In our examples, the dimensions of the
described images are represented in pixels in the proprietary schema and in cen-
timeter in the Dublin Core schema. Even if the images had semantically the same
dimension, the content values would be different.

3.2.2.4 Representation Conflicts. Representation conflicts are a result of using
different encoding schemes for content values. For instance, two date values, which
are semantically the same, could be represented differently in each system (e.g.,
date=01.01.2007 or date=2007/01/01).
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Table II. A categorization of metadata interoperability techniques
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Model Agreement Meta-Model Agreement
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(e.g. MPEG-21, METS, OAIS)

Standardized 

Metadata Schema

(e.g. DC, TEI, 
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Application Profile

(e.g. DC Collection Profile)

Hybrid Metadata 
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(e.g. MPEG-7,
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M0 – Metadata
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Transformation

M1 – Metadata 

Schemes

Metadata 

Crosswalk, 

Schema Mapping

Global Conceptual Model

(e.g. CIDOC-CRM, FRBR)

Value Encoding Schema

(e.g. ISO-Norms, RFC-Specifications)

Controlled Vocabulary

(e.g. LCSH, DCC, MeSH)

Authority Record

(e.g. LOC Authorities, Deutsche Personennormdatei 

(PND))

4. TECHNIQUES FOR ACHIEVING METADATA INTEROPERABILITY

Over decades experts working in the field of metadata interoperability have devel-
oped methods and solutions to overcome the previously described heterogeneities.
The goal of this section is to set up a framework for categorizing existing techniques
according to their common characteristics.

Metadata interoperability can be achieved by eliminating or bridging the struc-
tural and semantic heterogeneities at the metadata meta-model (M2), metadata
model (M1), and the metadata instance (M0) level. We can identify three principal
ways to attain interoperability among models: (i) agreement on a certain meta-
data model, (ii) introduction of, and agreement on a common meta-model, and
(iii) reconciliation of the structural and semantic heterogeneities. Table II provides
an overview of a variety of techniques to achieve metadata interoperability and
classifies them according to the three previously mentioned categories.

In the following sections, we will focus on each of these techniques and discuss
their characteristics. Finally, we have devoted Section 4.4 to metadata mapping, an
interoperability technique that subsumes model reconciliation on the M1 and M0
level and, in our opinion, requires a more detailed discussion.

4.1 Model Agreement

Standardization is a strong form of establishing an agreement by means of consensus
building and an intuitive, technically effective and economically well-recognized
way to achieve interoperability. It requires accredited institutions (e.g., World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), Object Management Group (OMG), International
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Standardization Organization (ISO), German Institute for Standardization (DIN))
for building consensus, setting a standard, and eventually assuring its uniform
implementation. Regarding the building blocks of metadata, standardization can
cover the language level (standardized language), the schema level (standardized
metadata schema), the instance level, or several levels (hybrid metadata system).

4.1.1 Standardized Language. In Section 2.3.2, we have already shown a rep-
resentative selection of various types of schema definition languages ranging from
programming languages (e.g., Java), over conceptual modeling (e.g., UML) to log-
ical languages (e.g., Description Logics).

Each schema definition language defines a set of language primitives and, as in
natural languages, postulates that multiple parties agree on their semantics. This
guarantees interoperability on the level of schema definition languages. Conse-
quently, metadata that are expressed in the same language can be processed by
any application that is aware of that language.

Agreement on the M2 level of schema definition languages is typically enforced
through various forms of standardization. Programming languages are often speci-
fied by companies (e.g., Java by Sun Inc.) or standardized by standards institutes
(e.g., ANSI-C by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)). Languages
designed for data representation and exchange are standardized by international
consortia (e.g., W3C, OMG).

Regarding our examples in Section 2.1, we can observe that all three meta-
data schemes have been defined by using a standardized language: the BBC’s
TV-Anytime metadata are described in TV-Anytime, which in turn is defined in
XML Schema. The Austrian National Library’s metadata schema is defined in
terms of a relational schema expressed in SQL-DDL, and the metadata provided
by the National Library of Australia also correspond to a schema that has been
expressed in XML Schema.

4.1.2 Standardized Metadata Schema. If there is an agreement or consensus on
a set of metadata elements on the M1 level, and this agreement is manifested in a
standard, we speak of a standardized metadata schema. In Table III, we present
a selection of metadata standards used in various domains. For each standard
we indicate its application domain, which requirements or purpose it fulfills, and
to which schema definition languages it is bound in order to express a metadata
schema also on a technical level. Furthermore, we show which standardization
body maintains a standard, the year of initial publication, and the current version
together with the year when this version has been released.

Most standardized metadata schemes are designed for a specific domain and a
certain purpose. The VRA Core Standard [VRA 2007], for instance, is tailored to
the cultural heritage community and comprises metadata elements for the descrip-
tion of works of visual culture as well as the images that document them. The
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set [DC 2006] is an example for a schema that is
broad and generic enough to describe a variety of resources across domains.

Besides Dublin Core and VRA, our selection also comprises the Guidelines for
Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange (TEI) [TEI 2007], a standard mainly
used in the humanities and social sciences for representing texts and data about
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Table III. A representative selection of metadata standards

Name
Application 
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Purpose
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Current
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(DC)
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3rd Edition
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Online Information 
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(books and serials)
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product information 
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DTD, XMLS EDItEUR group
release 2.1

(2005)
2000

MARC 21 Format for 

Bibliographic Data
(digital) libraries

exchange of 

bibliographic data

XMLS

(MARCXML)

Network 

Development & 

MARC 

Standards 

Office

update no. 7

(2006)
1999

Metadata Object 

Description Schema 

(MODS)

digital libraries

subset of MARC 

fields using 

language-based 

tags

XMLS

Network 

Development & 

MARC 

Standards 

Office

3.2

(2006)
2002

Maschinelles 

Austauschformat für 

Bibliotheken (MAB)

(digital) libraries

in German 

speaking countries

exchange of 

bibliographic data

XMLS

(MABxml)

Expert group for 

data formats

2

(2001)
1973

Format for Bibliographic 

Records (RFC1807)

universities, r&d 

organizations

description of 

technical reports
XMLS

Network 

Working Group

1.0

(revised in 

2002)

1995

Geographic Information 

Metadata (ISO 19115)

geographic 

information 

systems (GIS)

documentation of 

geographic digital 

resources

XMLS, GML ISO
1.0

(2003)
2003

texts in digital form. In the case of TEI, the standardization body is the consortium
that has developed this metadata standard.

As representatives for the e-Learning domain, we have selected the Sharable
Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [ADL 2007] and the Learning Objects
Metadata (LOM) [IEEE WG-12 2002] standards. While the first standardizes the
aggregation and sequencing aspects of learning objects, the latter is mainly con-
cerned with their description. Further, the development of SCORM is driven by
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the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative12, which embraces several standard-
ization bodies, including IEEE13.

The MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data [LOC 2007c], a metadata stan-
dard in the libraries domain for the purpose of exchanging bibliographic data, is
maintained by the Network Development and MARC standardization office. MAB
and its successor MAB 2 [DNB 2007a] represent the German counterparts to the
family of MARC standards and have been developed by a group of library domain
experts. The Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) [LOC 2007d] is a
metadata standard that defines a subset of the MARC fields using language-based
instead of numeric-based tags. RFC1807 [NWG 1995] is a very old bibliographic
metadata standard mainly used in universities and research organizations for de-
scribing technical reports.

Online Information Exchange (ONIX) [EDItEUR 2007] is another metadata stan-
dard and is situated at the borderline of bibliographic description and electronic
commerce. Its main purpose is to provide product information about books and
serials to online retailers. The standard is maintained by an international group of
book retailers and vendors, called EDItEUR.

Finally, from the domain of geographic information system our selection contains
ISO 19115 [ISO TC 211 2003], a metadata standard designed for the documentation
of geographic digital resources.

The technical implementation of a metadata standard is bound to one or more
schema definition languages, which provide the facilities to represent a standard’s
metadata elements in a machine-readable way. Regarding our selection of metadata
standards, we can observe that the majority is bound to XML Schema. Some (e.g.,
DC and LOM) also provide bindings for RDF/S, and the ISO 19115 standard even
defines the Geography Markup Language (GML) [OGC 2004], which is an extension
of the XML grammar.

From our examples, two institution follow a standardized metadata schema ap-
proach: the BBC provides TV-Anytime and the National Library of Australia
exposes Dublin Core metadata.

4.1.3 Hybrid Metadata System. We denote metadata standards that cannot be
assigned to a single level but span multiple levels as hybrid metadata systems.

The MPEG-7 [ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29 2007b] standard is an important represen-
tative for a hybrid metadata system. It spans the M2 and M1 levels and defines a
set of metadata schemes (MPEG-7 Description Schemes) for creating multimedia
metadata descriptions as well as a schema definition language called the MPEG-7
Description Definition Language (DDL), which is an extension of XML Schema.
This language provides the solid descriptive foundation for users to create their
own metadata schemes, compatible with the MPEG-7 standard [Kosch 2003].

The TV-Anytime standard is a representative for a hybrid metadata system that
spans the M1 and M0 levels. On the M1 level, it heavily reuses elements defined
by the MPEG-7 standard and tailors them to the requirements of the broadcasting
domain. Further it defines a set of classification schemes, which are in fact con-

12Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative: http://www.adlnet.gov/
13Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE): http://www.ieee.org/
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trolled vocabularies allowing the classification of telecast along various dimensions.
Sample dimensions are a telecast’s content (e.g., news, arts, religion/philosophies),
its formal structure (e.g., magazine, cartoon, show), or even its atmosphere (e.g.,
breathtaking, happy, humorous, innovative). The terms listed in the classification
schemes are possible content values within metadata descriptions and can therefore
be used as content values in M0-level metadata instances.

In our BBC metadata example we can see a TV-Anytime metadata description,
which makes use of two MPEG-7 elements (mpeg7:GivenName and mpeg7:Family-
Name). Furthermore, the Genre element references an M0-level term taken de-
fined within an MPEG-7 classification schema (urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:
2004:3.1.1.9).

4.1.4 Instance Level Agreement. If several parties agree on a set of possible
content values for M0 level metadata descriptions, we denote this as instance level
agreement. In the real world, we can find various forms of agreements or standards
on the instance level.

One frequently occurring form are controlled vocabularies such as the Library of
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) [LOC 2007b], the Dewey Decimal Classifica-
tion System (DDC) [OCLC 2007], or the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [NLM
2007]. The main goal of a controlled vocabulary is to support search and retrieval of
resources by indexing them with terms taken from a vocabulary that has been de-
signed by domain experts who posses expertise in the subject area. The complexity
of a controlled vocabulary can range from a simple list of terms, over a hierarchical
arrangement of terms (taxonomy), to systems that defined terms and the semantic
relationships between them (thesaurus). In our example, the BBC metadata use a
term taken from a controlled vocabulary to reference the creation location (us).

Authority control is another form of instance level agreement and very similar
to controlled vocabularies. The goal is to disambiguate identical entities by link-
ing the content values of metadata descriptions to uniquely identifiable authority
records maintained and shared by a central authority. In the library domain, au-
thority control is commonly used to relate potentially distinct names of one and
the same person with a single uniquely identifiable entity. The Library of Congress
Authorities [LOC 2007a] or the German Personennormdatei (PND) [DNB 2007b]
are examples for centrally maintained directories of person names. In our exam-
ples, the Austrian National Library maintains authority records for authors and
persons. Therefore the author of the described image — Rübelt, Lothar — is
under authority control.

A value encoding schema is a form of instance level agreement, which defines
exactly how to encode a certain type of content value. The ISO 8601 [ISO TC
154 2004] standard, for example, provides encoding rules for dates and times; the
ISO 3166 [ISO TC 46 2006b] standard defines how to represent country names
and their subdivisions. This kind of standardization guarantees that machines can
correctly interpret non-textual content values, such as dates and times, or abbrevi-
ated textual values representing some entity, such as country codes. The Austrian
National Library metadata provide an example for a non-agreed upon instance
value: the creation dataevalue (03-JUL-03) does not follow any standardized value
encoding schema.
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In theory, if all metadata in all information systems within a certain integration
context were instances of a single standardized metadata schema expressed in a
single schema definition language, and if also all content values used within the
metadata instances were taken from a single controlled vocabulary, all the structural
and semantic heterogeneities mentioned in Figure 6 would be resolved, at least
technically.

4.2 Meta-Model Agreement

In real-world environments, we can observe that institutions often do not adhere to
standards. Attempts to find an agreement for a standard often results in seman-
tically weak minimum consensus schemes (e.g., the Dublin Core Element Set) or
models with extensive and complex semantic domains (e.g., the CIDOC Concep-
tual Reference Model (CRM) [ISO TC 46 2006a]). Often it is not practicable for
institutions to agree on a certain model or apply an existing standard because they
already have their proprietary solutions in place. In such a case, one possibility for
achieving interoperability is not to agree on a model but on a common meta-model.
For all existing proprietary models in place, instance-of relationships from a model
to the common meta-model are established. Through this relationship, the ele-
ments of the proprietary models can then be manipulated as if they were elements
of the meta-model. Therefore, meta-model agreement implicitly enables interop-
erability by creating correspondences between proprietary models via a common
meta-model.

4.2.1 Metadata Meta-Meta Model. An example for such an approach on the M2
level of schema definition languages is the OMG Meta-Object Facility (MOF), which
is a universal modeling language in which modeling systems can be specified [OMG
2006a]. It solves language mismatches by introducing the M3 level and by super-
imposing a metadata meta-meta model containing a set of elements for modeling
language primitives. If the model elements of M2 schema definition languages are
aligned with the elements of the M3 MOF model, it is possible to express metadata
in terms of the more general MOF model.

Kensche et al. [2007] propose another model that serves as an M3 abstraction for
particular metamodels on the M2 level. They relate certain metamodels (e.g., EER,
OWL) with a generic meta-metamodel through generalization and introduce roles
to decorate M3 level elements with M2 specific properties that must be preserved.

4.2.2 Abstract Metadata Model. The specification of an abstract metadata model
is another way of achieving interoperability. Such a model resides on the M2 level
of schema definition languages and serves as a technical reference for the imple-
mentation of metadata schemes in information systems. If there is an agreement
on such a meta-model in all information systems and all metadata schemes are
expressed in terms of the elements provided by this model, the metadata informa-
tion objects are interoperable at least from a structural point of view because they
are technically represented in the same way. The DCMI Abstract Model [Powell
et al. 2005] is an example for an abstract metadata model. In a similar manner as
RDF/S, it defines an information model for representing Dublin Core metadata in
a machine-processable way.
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4.2.3 Global Conceptual Model. Introducing a global conceptual model is a way
of achieving interoperability on the M1 level of metadata schemes. All information
systems to be integrated must align their metadata model elements with the more
general elements defined in the global model, which formalizes the notions in a
certain domain and defines the concepts that appear in a certain integration context.

The CIDOC CRM is an example for such a model being designed for the Cul-
tural Heritage domain. It defines 81 entities and 132 properties, most of them
on a very abstract level (e.g., physical thing, section definition). Another
example for a global conceptual model is the Functional Requirements for Bib-
liographic Records (FRBR) [IFLA 1997] model, which has been defined by the
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. With its four
key entities (work, expression, manifestation, item) it represents a generalized
view of the bibliographic universe, independent of any cataloguing standard or im-
plementation [Tillett 2004]. The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)14 is
also a global model that will promote data interoperability, information search and
retrieval, automated inferencing, and natural language processing [Niles and Pease
2001]. It defines high-level concepts such as object, continuousObject, process,
or quantity. Another example for a global model approach is the Descriptive
Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE) [WonderWeb Con-
sortium 2003].

4.2.4 Metadata Framework. A metadata framework can be considered as a skele-
ton upon which various objects are integrated for a given solution [Chan and Zeng
2006] and is another way of achieving interoperability on the M1 level of metadata
schemes. It typically provides a data model consisting of a set of abstract terms,
and a description of the syntax and semantics of each model element. Again, the
idea is to integrate existing metadata by aligning their model elements to a set
of elements defined by the metadata framework. Examples for metadata frame-
works are the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework [ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29 2007a],
the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) [LOC 2007e], or the
Open Archival Information System (OAIS) [CCSDS 2002].

4.2.5 Application Profile. An application profile [Heery and Patel 2000; Baker
et al. 2001] is a special kind of model agreement. On the one hand, it is a schema
consisting of data elements drawn from one or more standardized schemes, op-
timized for a particular application domain, whereas its focus is on the reuse of
existing, standardized model elements. On the other hand, from a technical point
of view, an application profile is a metadata model, which is an extension of a set
of agreed upon meta-models.

Application profiles are created by application developers who declare how to
apply standardized schema elements in a certain application context. Within an
application profile one cannot create new model elements that do not exist else-
where. If this is required, a new metadata schema containing these elements, must
be created and maintained. Refinement of standard elements definitions is allowed.
Developers can set the permitted range of values (e.g., special date formats, par-
ticular formats for personal names) and narrow or specify the semantic definition

14The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology: http://ontology.teknowledge.com/
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Table IV. A selection of M2 language mapping approaches

UML

(Object-Oriented)

RDF/S, OWL

(Semantic Network)

XML Schema

(Hierarchical)

SQL-DLL

(Relational)

UML

(Object-Oriented)
Gasevic et al. 2004 OMG 2007a Ambler 2003

RDF/S, OWL

(Semantic Network)
ODM 2006b - Motik et al. 2007

XML Schema

(Hierarchical)
Bernauer et al. 2004

Lethi and Frankhauser 

2004
Atay et al. 2007

SQL-DLL

(Relational)
Fong 1997 Bizer and Seaborne 2004 Lee et. Al 2003

of the metadata elements. Application profiles are created with the intent of reuse
and are tailored for specific purposes or certain user communities.

Example application profiles are the Dublin Core Collections Application Pro-
file [DC 2007] for describing collections of physical or digital resources, the Eprints
Application Profile [Allinson et al. 2007] for describing scholarly publications held
in institutional repositories, or the application profiles15 that were created when
METS was introduced in several digital libraries.

4.3 Model Reconciliation

Often, especially in settings where the incentives for an agreement on standards
are weak, neither model nor meta-model agreement are suitable interoperability
techniques. The digital libraries domain, for instance, is such a domain: there is
no central authority that can impose a metadata standard on all digital libraries.
Such settings require other means for reconciling heterogeneities among models.

4.3.1 Language Mapping. If metadata schemes are expressed in different sche-
ma definition languages, mappings on the language level are required to transform
the instances, i.e., the M1 level metadata models, from one linguistic representation
to another. Because of the substantial structural and semantic discrepancies among
schema definition languages (see Section 2.3), translation from one language into
another can cause loss of valuable semantic information. Table IV refers to relevant
mapping literature for a selected set of M2 schema definition languages, each of
which is based on a different model type (cp. Table I).

Gasevic et al. [2004] present an approach for automatically generating OWL
ontologies from UML models. The OMG XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) spec-
ification [OMG 2007a] describes the production of XML documents from instances
of MOF models (i.e., UML models) and provides XML schemes for XML validation
of these documents. Ambler [2003] discusses the features of the object-oriented
and the relational model, analyzes the object-relational impedance mismatch, and
proposes mapping strategies between objects and relational databases.

The OMG Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) specification [OMG 2006b]

15A list of METS application profiles is available at http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/

mets-registered-profiles.html
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offers a set of metamodels and mappings for translating between the UML meta-
model, which is based on MOF, and ontology languages such as RDF/S, OWL,
Topic Maps, and Common Logics (CL). Mapping and translating from Semantic
Web languages such as RDF/S and OWL to XML Schema has yet been disregarded
in the literature; most works focus on mapping into the opposite direction, i.e., from
XML Schema to RDF/S and OWL. Motik et al. [2007] compare OWL and relational
databases with respect to their approaches to schema modeling, schema and data
reasoning problems, and constraint checking.

Bernauer et al. [2004] discuss various approaches for integrating XML Schemas
into UML-based software development processes and compare their quality accord-
ing to the transformation patterns they apply for generating UML out of models
expressed in XML Schema. Lethi and Frankhauser [2004] describe a mapping from
XML Schema to OWL ontologies and explore how these ontologies can be used as
an abstract modeling layer on top of XML data sources. Atay et al. [2007] analyze
the conflicts between the hierarchical, ordered nature of the XML data model and
the flat, unordered nature of the relational model. They propose an algorithm to
map ordered XML data to relational data.

Fong [1997] describe a mapping of relational schemes into an object-oriented
representation and propose a methodology for translating schemes and converting
relational instance data. Bizer and Seaborne [2004] describe a mapping from the
relational model to RDF/S and present the D2R Server, a wrapper component
that exposes data from relational databases as RDF/S. Lee et al. [2003] describe
two semantic-based conversion methods that generate XML Schema representations
from a given relational input schema.

4.3.2 Schema Mapping. If an agreement on a certain model is not possible,
schema mapping is an alternative to deal with heterogeneities among metadata
schemes. In the digital libraries domain, metadata crosswalks have evolved as a
special kind of schema mappings. A crosswalk is a mapping of the elements, se-
mantics, and syntax from one metadata schema to another [NISO 2004]. The goal
of crosswalks is to provide the ability to make elements defined in one metadata
standard available to communities using related metadata standards. A complete
or fully specified crosswalk consists of the semantic mapping between model ele-
ments and a metadata instance transformation specification [Pierre and LaPlant
1998]. In practice, however, crosswalks often define only the semantic mapping on
the M1 level and leave the problem of instance transformation to the application
developers.

4.3.3 Instance Transformation. In the context of mappings, instance transfor-
mation is the approach for achieving interoperability on the metadata instance
level, when there is no agreement on value encoding schemes or other standard-
ization mechanisms. Instance transformations are functions that operate on the
content values and perform a specified operation, such as the concatenation of the
values of two fields (e.g., GivenName=John, FamilyName=Doe) into a single field
(e.g., Creator=John Doe). We will further focus on instance transformations in
Section 4.4.
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4.4 Metadata Mapping

From all previously mentioned interoperability techniques, those classified as model
reconciliation techniques are the most complex ones. Since heterogeneities can oc-
cur on all tree levels, it is necessary to specify mappings for each level: language
mappings for the M2 level, schema mappings for the M1 level, and instance trans-
formations for the M0 level. Before a mapping on a certain level can be defined,
the heterogeneities on the level above must be reconciled, i.e., one must deal with
M2 language differences before specifying M1 schema mappings.

Previously, in Section 2.3.2, we have already outlined the characteristics of a
representative set of schema definition languages and pointed out the divergence in
their abstract and concrete syntax. Because of that, metadata mapping does not
deal with heterogeneities on the language level (M2) but assumes that all metadata
information objects are expressed in the same schema definition language. This
can be achieved by transforming metadata information objects from one language
representation into another, which could also entail loss of semantics

Here we further elaborate on metadata mapping, a technique that subsumes
schema mapping and instance transformation as described in Section 4.3. Before
discussing its technical details, we define the scope of this technique as follows:

Definition 2. Given two metadata schemes, both settled in the same domain of
discourse and expressed in the same schema definition language, we define meta-
data mapping as a specification that relates their model elements in a way that
their schematic structures and semantic interpretation is respected on the meta-
data model and on the metadata instance level.

From a model perspective, a metadata mapping defines structural and semantic
relationships between model elements on the schema level and between content val-
ues on the instance level. To represent such relationships, any mapping mechanism
requires a set of mapping elements with a well-defined syntax and semantics. From
this perspective, we can regard not only metadata schemes but also a mapping
between metadata schemes as being a model. Bernstein et al. [2000] as well as
Madhavan et al. [2002] have proposed such a perspective. Furthermore, we can
denote the total of all mapping relationships contained in a mapping model as
mapping specification.

4.4.1 Technical Details. From a technical perspective a metadata mapping can
formally be defined as follows:

Definition 3. A metadata mapping is defined between a source schema Ss ∈ S
and a target schema St ∈ S, each consisting of a set of schema elements, es ∈ Ss and
et ∈ St respectively, which are optionally connected by some structure. A mapping
M ∈ M is a directional relationship between a set of elements es

i ∈ Ss and a set
of elements et

j ∈ St, where each mapping relationship is represented as a mapping
element m ∈ M . The semantics of each mapping relationship is described by a
mapping expression p ∈ P . The cardinality of a mapping element m is determined
by the number of incoming and outgoing relations from and to the schema elements.
To support heterogeneity reconciliation on the instance level, a mapping element
carries an appropriate instance transformation function f ∈ F .
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Fig. 7. The main elements of a metadata mapping specification

Figure 7 illustrates the main elements of a metadata mapping specification. Typ-
ically, the cardinality of a single mapping element is either 1:1, 1:n, or n:1, meaning
that an element from a source schema is related with one or many elements from
the target schema and vice versa. In theory, m:n mappings would also be possi-
ble, but in practice they rarely occur because one can model that kind of element
correspondence using multiple 1:n or n:1 relationships.

A mapping expression p defines the semantics of a mapping element, i.e., it de-
scribes how the interpretations of the model elements, denoted as I(es

i ) and I(et
i),

are related. In its simplest form, such an expression could be unknown, stating that
two elements are related, without giving any evidence how. A more complex exam-
ple are mapping expressions that indicate the confidence of a mapping relationship
according to a specified metrics, as described in [Mena et al. 2000]. One can distin-
guish between the following types of mapping expressions (e.g., [Spaccapietra et al.
1992]):

—exclude (I(es
i ) ∩ I(et

j) = ∅): the interpretations of two schema elements have
distinct meanings. In the example presented in Section 2, the interpretations of
the elements rights in the Dublin Core and birthday in the proprietary schema
exclude each other.

—equivalent (I(es
i ) ≡ I(et

j)): the interpretations of two, possibly lexically different
schema elements are equivalent. The elements author in the proprietary and the
element creator in the Dublin Core schema are examples for such a relationship.

—include (I(es
i ) ⊆ I(et

j)∨ I(et
j) ⊆ I(es

i )): the interpretation of one schema element
contains the interpretation of another element. In the context of our example, the
interpretation of the Dublin Core element creator includes the interpretations
of the TV-Anytime elements GivenName and FamilyName because these elements
describe a person in the role of an author.
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Fig. 8. Achieving metadata interoperability through instance transformation

—overlap (I(es
i ) ∩ I(et

j) 6= ∅ ∧ I(es
i ) 6⊆ I(et

j) ∧ I(et
j) 6⊆ I(es

i )): the interpretations
of two schema elements overlap but do not include each other. The elements
description, synopsis, and info are examples for elements with overlapping
interpretations. A description element usually provides similar information as a
synopsis or info element, but in a more comprehensive form.

Instance transformation functions are the mechanism to cope with the structural
and semantic heterogeneities on the instance level. If, for instance, two models
(e.g., the TV-Anytime and the DC illustrative samples) are incompatible due to
a multilateral correspondences conflict (e.g., GivenName and FamilyName in the
source model and Creator in the target model), this can be resolved by relating the
elements through a mapping relationship and assigning an instance transformation
function concat, which concatenates the data values of the respective fields and
returns the appropriate result. Figure 8 illustrates the role of mapping expressions
and instance transformation functions in metadata mappings.

4.4.2 Mapping Phases. Besides being a mechanism for capturing the semantic
and structural relationships between the elements of distinct models, metadata
mapping is also a process consisting of a cyclic sequence of phases. As illustrated
in Figure 9, we can identify four such phases: (i) mapping discovery, (ii) mapping
representation, (iii) mapping execution, and (iv) mapping maintenance.

The reason for the cyclic arrangement of the mapping phases is the fact that
mapping maintenance is also the key for discovering new mappings from existing
ones. If for instance, there is a mapping between schema A and schema B and
another mapping between schema B and schema C, and all this information is
available in a registry, the system could derive an additional mapping between
schema A and C, based on their transitive relation.

Being aware that each of this phase could be the subject of another detailed study,
here we merely give a brief outline for each phase. For an in-depth discussion of all
four phases we refer to a related survey [Haslhofer 2008].

Mapping discovery is concerned with finding semantic and structural relation-
ships between the elements of two schemes and reconciling the heterogeneities on
both the schema and the instance level. Deep domain knowledge is required to
understand the semantics of the elements of the source and target schemes in order
to relate their elements on the schema and the instance level. Rahm and Bernstein
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Fig. 9. The four major phases in the metadata mapping cycle

[2001] as well as Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer [2003] describe a variety of mapping
discovery techniques that operate on both levels.

Mapping representation is the second phase of the mapping process and denotes
the formal declaration of the mapping relationships between two metadata schemes.
Noy [2004] identifies three types of formalisms for representing mappings: (i) repre-
senting them as instances of a defined mapping model, (ii) defining bridging axioms
or rules to represent transformations, and (iii) using views to define mappings be-
tween a source and a target schema.

Mapping execution is the phase for executing mapping specifications at run-
time. Mappings can be used for various interoperability-dependent tasks such as
metadata transformation, answering queries over a set of metadata sources, or
creating software stubs that encapsulate the mappings and provide transparent
access to the underlying metadata source. Halevy [2001] gives an overview of view-
based mapping approaches.

Mapping maintenance is the last step in an iteration of the metadata mapping
phases. Usually, a registry provides the necessary maintenance functionality and
keeps track of available metadata schemes and mappings between them. This in-
formation allows systems to deal with issues like versioning (e.g., [Noy and Musen
2004]), which is required whenever there are changes in the source or target schema
of a certain mapping.
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5. ON THE QUALITY OF INTEROPERABILITY TECHNIQUES

In this section, we focus on the quality of the previously mentioned interoperability
techniques and analyze to what extent a certain technique can deal with the various
kinds of heterogeneities discussed in Section 3.2.

For two reasons we restrict ourselves on techniques that enforce interoperability
on the metadata model (M1) and instance level (M0): first, as we have generalized
in Section 2.3, we can apply an abstract view on models on various levels and dis-
tinguish between model and instance level heterogeneities. This is because at the
core of both, the schema definition language and the metadata schema, are in fact
models. Therefore, we can analyze their potential of dealing with heterogeneities
between models and their instances. The second reason is that in practice one can
assume that all metadata can be transformed into a uniform language representa-
tion.

For determining the quality of an interoperability technique, we have analyzed
whether it can resolve a specific heterogeneity type. Table V summarizes the re-
sults of this analysis: one dimension shows the various interoperability techniques,
the other the heterogeneities grouped by their types. The dotted line separates
the model (M1) and the instance level (M0) for both, techniques and heterogene-
ity types. The grayed areas represent the groups of heterogeneities described in
Section 3.2.

5.1 Model Agreement Techniques

Model agreement techniques are an effective means for achieving interoperability.
If all proprietary systems adapt their existing information systems in a way that
their models fit into a hybrid metadata system, a standardized metadata schema,
or an application profile, most heterogeneity problems can be resolved.

A fixed and semantically well defined set of given metadata elements resolves
naming-, identification-, and constraints conflicts. Neither occur abstraction level
incompatibilities, multilateral correspondences or meta-level discrepancies if there
exists only one agreed-upon metadata model. If all involved parties use the same
model, it cannot occur that some concepts are not available in a model, which
implies that model agreement techniques also resolve domain coverage conflicts.
Further, a standardized or agreed-upon schema or application profile can also re-
solve domain conflicts by fixing the semantic domain (e.g., application profile for
the domain of videos or audio material).

The remaining semantic heterogeneity conflicts on the instance level (scaling/unit
and representation conflicts) can also be resolved: through the combination of con-
straints on the model level and agreement on the instance level (value encoding,
controlled vocabulary, authority record) it is possible to narrow the domain of pos-
sible content values within a metadata description to a fixed set of values. Hybrid
metadata systems, such as TV-Anytime, also span the M0 level by defining fixed
classification schemes and therefore also provide interoperability on the instance
level.
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Table V. The quality of various interoperability techniques
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5.2 Meta-model Agreement Techniques

Meta-model agreement techniques such as global conceptual models or metadata
frameworks are less powerful than model agreement techniques. Rather than agree-
ing on a certain model, their approach is to impose a meta-model and use general-
ization relationships (e.g., sub-class or sub-property) to relate the elements of
existing proprietary models to the elements of the common meta-model.

These alignment possibilities are very restricted: neither can they deal with in-
stance level heterogeneities, nor can they handle structural heterogeneities. Fig-
ure 10 illustrates that problem based on the example presented in Section 2.1. It
shows the TV-Anytime and the Dublin Core elements for representing the name of
a person who has created a certain resource. The TV-Anytime model defines two
separated fields GivenName and FamilyName, while the Dublin Core model defines
only a single field Creator to capture the same information. A global conceptual
model containing the elements Person and Name has been introduced to bridge this
structural heterogeneity conflict. We can see that global conceptual models cannot
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deal with basic heterogeneity conflicts such as multilateral correspondences. It is
not possible to relate the elements GivenName and FamilyName with the element
Name in a way that machines can process their instance content values appropriately.

Other types of heterogeneities, which are not resolvable for meta-model agree-
ment techniques, are meta-level discrepancies (e.g., Name modeled as entity instead
of an attribute) and domain coverage conflicts. Concepts available in the global
model may simply not be explicitly available in the proprietary models. The het-
erogeneities that can be resolved are abstraction level incompatibilities and, in the
case of global conceptual models, domain conflicts if the models’ domains are not
completely incompatible. Unlike global conceptual models, metadata frameworks
are domain independent and cannot resolve domain conflicts by imposing a certain
domain. As we can see in the example, both interoperability approaches could
resolve terminological mismatches by aligning terminologically conflicting elements
to a common element in the global model (e.g., Creator sub-property Name).

In general, the problems with global conceptual models are manifold: first, it is
hard to find a model that covers all possible ontological requirements of all systems
in an integration context. Second, also the generic nature and complexity of global
models can lead to varying interpretations and inconsistent alignments between the
global conceptual models and the metadata schemes in place. Third, conceptual
models (e.g., the CIDOC CRM) often lack of any technical specifications with the
result that they are implemented differently in distinct systems. Meanwhile the
belief on a success of global conceptual model approaches is decreasing: Wache
[2003] asserts that no global model can be defined in such a way that it fulfils all
conceptual requirements of all possible information systems that are integrated in a
certain domain. Halevy et al. [2005] argue that in large scale environments global
models, which should enable interoperability, actually become the bottleneck in the
process of achieving interoperability.

5.3 Model Reconciliation Techniques

Schema mapping (metadata crosswalks) is powerful enough to produce the same
interoperability quality as model agreement techniques. Provided that the under-
lying mapping mechanism is strong enough, schema mapping can deal with all kind
of heterogeneities on the schema level such as different element names, different
ways of identifying these elements, incompatible constraints definitions and all the
remaining conflicts ranging from abstraction level incompatibilities to terminolog-
ical mismatches. In combination with instance transformation, it can also resolve
semantic heterogeneities on the instance level, i.e., scaling/unit and representation
conflicts.

5.4 Observations on the Quality of Interoperability Techniques

Regarding our analysis, we can observe that there exist various options for providing
interoperability among heterogeneous metadata information objects. Each option
has its special qualities and can be seen as complementary building block for achiev-
ing metadata interoperability. Standardized metadata schemes alone, for instance,
cannot deal with instance level heterogeneities. Therefore they must be combined
with value encoding schemes, controlled vocabularies, or authority records in or-
der to address also the instance level. The same is the case for schema mappings
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TV Anytime Model

Person
Name

GivenName
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Dublin Core Model

Creator

Global Conceptual 
Model

Person

Name

? ?

Fig. 10. Example for achieving interoperability via a global conceptual model

or crosswalks; they operate only on the schema level and must be combined with
instance transformation techniques to achieve maximum interoperability. Meta-
model agreement techniques such as global conceptual models or metadata frame-
works have the disadvantage that they provide only a restricted set of alignment
relationships (sub-class, sub-property). Furthermore, they can hardly be com-
bined with instance level interoperability techniques.

From a purely technical view, domain experts should envisage the following tech-
niques for establishing metadata interoperability. They have an equally high po-
tential of resolving the various types of semantic and structural heterogeneities:

—Metadata standardization: hybrid metadata system or standardized metadata
schema in combination with value encoding schemes, controlled vocabularies, or
authority records.

—Metadata mapping: schema mapping in combination with instance transforma-
tion.

In reality, however, the choice of an interoperability technique depends on other,
non-technical issues too. Especially the required effort and the costs for adopting
a certain technique influence such a decision in most organizations. Generally, we
can notice that any interoperability strategy increases in costs with an increase
of functionality [Lagoze and de Sompel 2001; Arms 2000], because of the growing
implementation effort. In the following, we will outline a set of potential cost factors
that should be considered when choosing between metadata standardization and
metadata mapping.
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For metadata standardization we can identify the following costs (e.g., [Buxmann
et al. 1999]):

—Licensing costs: while some metadata standards can be adopted free of charge
(e.g., Dublin Core), some standards, especially those that are hosted by accred-
ited standardization organizations entail costs. The MPEG-7 specification, for
instance, currently consists of eleven parts, whereas each part costs between ap-
proximately e65 and e180.

—Software costs: the creation of standard-conformant metadata often requires li-
censes for specific software tools or libraries. Extensions or upgrades of the
underlying storage infrastructures, which are required to meet the needs of a cer-
tain standard (e.g., XML support for MPEG-7, RDF support for Dublin Core,
Spatial RDB extensions for ISO 19115), can cause further investments.

—Hardware costs: the adoption of additional software often entails upgrades of the
technical infrastructure.

—Personnel costs: setting up a project and hiring personnel for implementing
a metadata standard causes the largest portion of the total standard-adoption
costs. The more complex a standard is, the longer such a project will last and the
more personnel effort will be required. Furthermore, consultancy from experts
familiar with the standard might be necessary in order to guarantee a correct
standard adoption.

Besides the licensing costs, all previously mentioned costs also arise if meta-
data mapping is chosen as interoperability technique: purchasing mapping solutions
causes software costs, additional hardware might be necessary for deploying map-
pings in the execution phase, and personnel is required to implement the mappings.
Additionally, we can identify the following additional, mapping-specific costs:

—Mapping discovery costs: determining mapping relationships requires experts
that are familiar with both the source and target schema. Mapping discovery
can of course be supported by (semi-)automatic matching tools.

Obviously, significant costs may occur for the correction of errors in adopting
metadata standards or due to incorrect mapping relationships caused by matching
tools or the domain experts themselves. The sooner such errors are discovered, the
lower these follow-up costs will be.

Although additional costs related to mapping discovery may have to be consid-
ered in the context of metadata mapping, they are not always more costly than the
adoption of metadata standards. This in fact depends very much on the complexity
of the standard to be adopted and clearly needs further investigation based on the
facts of a concrete application. For a more comprehensive discussion on adoption
costs we refer to Karampiperis et al. [2003]. They compare the standardization and
mapping costs with regard to the level of standardization and discuss the optimal
solution, which is a trade-off between both techniques: if metadata is standardized
to a certain extent, less mapping effort is required and vice versa.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As we can clearly see in the discussions in this paper, metadata interoperability
affects all technical levels of metadata: the M2 level of schema definition languages,
the M1 level of metadata schemes, and the M0 level of metadata instances. For
achieving metadata interoperability, several types of structural and semantic het-
erogeneities must be resolved on each of these levels. We distinguish between three
categories of interoperability techniques: agreement on a certain model, agreement
on a certain meta-model, and model reconciliation.

From our analysis, we can observe that model agreement techniques, such as
hybrid metadata systems and standardized metadata schemes, as well as model
reconciliation techniques, i.e., metadata mapping, cover large parts of possible het-
erogeneities, if they are combined with appropriate techniques on the instance level:
metadata standards should be applied in combination with value encoding schemes,
controlled vocabularies, or authority records. Metadata mapping should also con-
sider M0 level heterogeneities and support instance transformation.

Global conceptual models and metadata frameworks rely on restricted means for
relating source model elements with those of a global model and do not consider
the instance level. Therefore, one outcome of our analysis is that these techniques
are less powerful than metadata standardization or mapping. Comparing standard-
ization and mapping, the clear disadvantage of mapping is its technical complexity.
However, in open environments having no central standardization authority, meta-
data mapping is the remaining, more complex but equally powerful technique.

The Web is such an open environment. It already exposes a multitude of au-
tonomous, incompatible media repositories and it is unlikely that there will ever
exist a single agreed-upon metadata schema. As Franklin et al. [2005], we also
believe that in future, many institutions and organizations relying on a large num-
ber of diverse, interrelated media sources will make use of the Web architecture to
access available repositories. Since also in the Web context, the metadata informa-
tion objects exposed by these repositories are not compatible by default, it requires
novel mapping techniques that build upon the Web infrastructure and are powerful
enough to deal with the heterogeneities we outlined in this paper.
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